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The poor lack the informal sanctions and other resources that confer influence,with the important exception that they can create disorder and thereby threaten elites; but in becoming politicized they renounce that political weapon.
The intense politicization that often takes place in prisons, mental hospitals, and some schools is often defined as self-government, but it induces adaptation to established norms and clouds perception of adversary interests. To politicize an issue is to define it as appropriate for public decision making: to take it for granted that people do not have the right to act autonomously and privately and to engender that .belief in others. Fundamentally, then, politicizationis the creation ofa state of mind. Which issues are seen as appropriate for private and which for public decision making is always dependent upon social cuing. How workers are paid and treated on the Job has been regarded as an employer prerogative at some times and place's and has been politicized at others. The same problematic status holds for matters of faith and morals, and indeed, for every form of human behavior.
---------------------------~--------------------------
Once made, the definition of an issue as either political or private in character is typically noncontroversial for large masses of people who are not directly affected, though it usually remains controversial for those who are directly affected. Trade associations continue to resist and try to modify laws regulating hours, wages, and working conditions; but the definitions of welfare recipients as subject to administrative surveillance of many kinds , of citizens as prohibi.ted from seeing plays and movies defined as obscene, of students as subject to specific controls by school authorities, and of mental patients as requiring permission to leave their rooms, read and wri te letters, o,r make phone calls is generally taken for granted by the public unle'ss active resista.nce makes them problematic. Organized groups with financial resources far more easily mount resistance than do .large groups of people subjected to constraints because of theirpoverty,thei-r age, or their 3 nonconformist behavior~The latter, in fact, often accept the constraints as in their own interest, though always with substantial ambivalence.
The definition of an issue as appropriate or inappropriate for politics is therefore a key means of social control. It may well be the critical means; for when people accept deprivation of their autonomy in principle, they usually take for granted the legitimacy 6f particular procedures for public decision making. The constraining effect of these procedures is often masked, though' powerful.
Participation in public decisiorrmaking has become a central symbol of democracy, .and it holds that meaning whether a particular instance of politicization extends personal influence or severely constricts it. In the~tter case those who have lost their autonomy may, be acutely aware of the fact or they may be ambivalent, 'for the~ymbol means democracy to them too; but for the public that is not directly involved, it is the democtatic connotation of politicization that . prevails whenever the emphasis is upon "self-government."
The denial of personal autonomy through politicization of virtually all facets of life is in fact the key device through which authoritarian governments control their populations, regardless of the prevailing ideology. Their forceful suppression of prominent dissidents is more conspicuous and dramatic; but suppression can only be complementary to psychological controls if a regime is to remain in power for long; and politicization is psychologically effective becauAe it is accepted as a democratic element in national life. Indeed, participation in group meetings has often been obligatory: in China, in Russia, and in Nazi Germany, just as it often is in mental hospitals, in prisons, &nd in high schools that emphasize student self-government.
And in all these instances it has evoked popular acquiescence in rules that would 
The Uses of Disorder
Nonelites, and especially the poor, lack the informal sanctions and other resources that confer influence, with the important exception that they can create disorder and thereby threaten elites if they act together.
They rarely do so because in becoming politicized mass publics implicitly renounce disorder as a political weapon. To accept an issue as appropriate for political decision making is to define it as inappropriate for an open power confrontation outside the formal context. Mass disorder wins substantial concessions when it threatens the privileges of elites or disrupts programs upon which they rely, but
. i t can accomplish these objectives only if i t is broadly supported.
Public protest, whether peaceful or violent, has repeatedly won wide support by forcing public attention to shocking conditions and grievances tha~t had been ignored as long as po1.itical p,articipation remainedconv:entional and ritualistic.. In these circumstances disorder may creat,e ,ambivalenceevenamo.ng authorJ:ties and economi,celites, further contributing to the likelihood of ,concessions. Disorder invLt,es repression when potential allies regard the tactics of protest as more shocking than the grievances to which the protesters try to call public attention; and it invites a response that is only tokenistic or symbolic when ,the protest is narrow in scope and expressed through conventional tactics, such as demonstrati,ons or strikes. of a kind that occur rou-
t~ney to express~scontent. But whether a supportive or a symbolic response or a backlash occurs is itself influenced by theevoca.tive forms already discussed. 8 Politicization is certainly the most co,nnnon and the most effective of these.
The Structuring of Perception Through Politici,z.ation
Because politicization symbolizes democracy through group influence on decisions, it systematically clouds recognition of fundamental and persistent adversary interests. The adoption of routine political procedures conveys the message that differences of opinion stem from misunderstandings that can be clarified through discussion or that they deal with differences in preference that are readily compromised. This phenomenon is easy to see in small groups, and it throws light upon the same phenomenon when it occurs in the larger polity, for the poor and the discontented are constantly exposed to precisely the same kind of ambivalence so far as most governmental social and economic policies are concerned. They resent regressive taxes, inadequate and degrading welfare benefits, military drafts that insure that the poor 10 sacrifice most, educational systems that provide the least effective schooling for the poor, and police forces that give the poor the least protection and the most harassment. At the same time they generally accept all these policies and many others that are discriminatory
because they a~e the end products of a democratic system the public is socialized ho support. In these cases, too, the form and the content of gove~nmenta1 actions generate inconsistent cognitive structures; but the reassuring forms are almost always the more powerful component, partly because they affect everyone, while resentment... against particular policies is confined to narrower groupings, dividin8 people because they focus upon different grievances. The lower-midd1e-c1ass worker who resents his high tax bill may have little sympathy for the unemployed black who pays no taxes and I;'esents his treatment at the welfare office.
Discussion groups formally charged with decisions affecting their members always operate within the context of a larger organization dominated by authorities who can offer greater rewards and impose more severe penalties. In this situation the "self-governing" groups can almost always be counted on to stay well within the limits acceptable to authority and to discourage nonconformist thought and behavior more severely than the authorities can do it. As already noted, authorities must be anxious about appearing to be despotic, a concern that peers using democratic forms need not share.
There are always some participants who assume the role of guardians of the established rules, conventions, and morality and are zealous in recognizing and suppressing unconventional thought and behavior. Because inmates who dislike or resent discuss·ions: and this form of "self-government" withdraw or remain passive, those in the guardian role dominate meetings and influence members. who vad.l1ate;.
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The assumption of the role of guardian may stem from agreement with the rules, from fear, or from the hope of personal privilege; but the role is invariably filled, so that the establishment of inmate selfgovernment is a safe course for authorities charged with controlling the behavior of students, mental patients, or prison inmates.
Because the guardian role is an acting out of the expectations of the dominant groups in a society, it is hardly surprising that it consistently appears among low-status groups, ev~n where the guardians openly curb groups of which they themselves are members. To cite some polar cases, the role was fulfilled in the American slave planta-
an~n t e aZ1 exterm1nat10n camps, an~t 1S
-_._. Obviously, the bias is weaker in representative bodies than in total institutions and dictatorships, where the power of the authorities is more conspicuous and the occasions and purpose of its exercise more as "authoritarian pe,rsonaliti~s," rathe,r than of auman beings in geniE!:ral when they are anxious about con.tingen;cies they canu,ot con·trol. The disp0sition to "escape from freed.0m" is bound to be a significant element in groups that substitute collective d.ecision making for iooividual action and pe;rsonal responsib iiity. By the same token, s·ubmi.6sion
to a group and to authority doubtless is comforting to many anxi.ous and discontented people, helping them to resolve their personal frustraotions and indecision. Group discussion obviously holds clinical benefits for some. My interest, however, is in its political implicat'ions, which helping professionals systematically misconceive and misrepresent, and in doing so ignore or seriously underestimate the instances in whieh denial of personal responsibility and autonomy is also clinically counter-productive.
Research in milieu and therapeutic communi ties suppo.rts "these CQn~· clusions about the conservative and ritualistic character of meetings formally presented as self-government. One psychia,tris:t concludes that
the self-government is'in fact "pseudodemocracy." The staff continues to manage the agenda of the meetings and to control them by bringing pressure upon susceptible patients to support particular rules (for .
example, everybody must attend meetings); and inmates' decisions are ignored when the staff dislikes them, tho~gh it does not often have reason to dislike them. The same study found that in self-governing psychiatric communities there is a marked increase in mood and morale shifts among both patients and staff and a substantial increase in the 15 time and effort expended upon discussing rule changes.
The last effect is self-explanatory. The frequent shifts in mood and mo.rale constitute added evidence of the significant psychological pressure the meetings exert, a pheno~non that is hardly consistent either with its portrayal as a forum for inmate influence or with the staff assumption that it is therapeutic~unless health is defined as political conformity.
As Goffman has noted of mental hospitals and Cicourel of 16 schools, there is no place one can be free of surveillance and pressure, no place to hide, very little independence; and the invo~wement of fellow inmates in the surveillance and the· pressure intensifies both.
In this sense self-government in its ritualistic form constitutes an extension of the bureaucratization of everyday life. What is called "self-government" in total institutions comes close, in fact, to denying all autonomous influence to inmates.
The staff provides the values and the methods for inmate meetings.
The fundamental decision, that the personal and civil liberties individuals value may be abridged, is a staff decision and cannot be ---------- 6. frequent employment of the metaphor of health and sickness in defining people's psychological and moral condition, with the mass public assumed to be either sick or in constant danger of infection;
7. a consequent emphasis upon purity, expressed in specific puritanical restrictions upon personal conduct;
. it can do for long, precisely because it symbolizes unlimited power. --------------------------------, -' ----------------------- 
